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 by opethpainter   

París Valencia 

"Chain With Latest Releases"

París Valencia is a chain of bookshops with a total of five in Valencia. The

stores vary a lot in terms of size. They can be large and modern or small

and cosy. For example, the store on Navellos Street, a pedestrian area off

the Plaza de la Virgen, is tiny and looks like a kiosk from outside. Inside,

however, you'll find a wide variety of publications. Since the five shops

share merchandise and stock lists, it is very easy to find whatever you are

looking for, but that may mean walking to another of the shops. They also

have a lot of books on special offer. You can get old magazines and the

latest novels at very affordable prices.

 +34 96 352 5440  www.parisvalencia.com/  parisval@ctv.es  Calle del Pelayo 7, Valencia

 by ginnerobot   

Futurama 

"Your Favorite Superheroes"

This is the Mecca of comics in Valencia. If you are looking for a rare or

difficult to find edition, Futurama is the place to come. When you go into

Futurama, you'll wish you had as much money as Bill Gates. The first thing

you see is a lot of big boxes with old comics inside, organised by series:

Conan, X-men, Dragon Ball, and many more. On the walls are shelves

filled with books, full-size comics and, above these, complete series at

affordable prices. In front of the counter, you'll find examples of the most

recent comics. If you want to get rid of your collection, you can also sell

your old copies here.

 info@libreriafuturama.com  Calle de Guillem de Castro 53, Valencia

 by ~Brenda-Starr~   

Babel 

"Good Selection of Languages"

It's easy to understand why the bookshop "Babel" has specialized in

languages: it's barely a block away from the Escuela Oficial de

Idiomas(Official School of Languages). What this bookshop offers has

been completely adapted to the studies of the afore-mentioned school.

They have language manuals, novels, magazines, dictionaries, teachers

books and class cassettes, etc. Some of the languages they specialize in

include English, Italian, Russian, German and, of course, Spanish.

 +34 96 347 4380  www.libreriababel.com  Calle del Llano de la Zaidía 17, Valencia
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